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NEW FEATURES OF PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF N-BODY PROBLEMS ON
GPU
This paper focuses on the parallel implementation of a direct N -body method (particle-
particle algorithm) and the application of multiple GPUs for galactic dynamics simulations.
Application of a hybrid OpenMP-CUDA technology is considered for models with a number
of particles N ∼ 105 ÷ 107. By means of N -body simulations of gravitationally unstable
stellar galactic we have investigated the algorithms parallelization efficiency for various
Nvidia Tesla graphics processors (K20, K40, K80). Particular attention was paid to the
parallel performance of simulations and accuracy of the numerical solution by comparing
single and double floating-point precisions (SP and DP). We showed that the double-
precision simulations are slower by a factor of 1.7 than the single-precision runs performed
on Nvidia Tesla K-Series processors. We also claim that application of the single-precision
operations leads to incorrect result in the evolution of the non-axisymmetric gravitating
N -body systems. In particular, it leads to significant quantitative and even qualitative
distortions in the galactic disk evolution. For instance, after 104 integration time steps
for the single-precision numbers the total energy, momentum, and angular momentum of
a system with N = 220 conserve with accuracy of 10−3, 10−2 and 10−3 respectively, in
comparison to the double-precision simulations these values are 10−5, 10−15 and 10−13,
respectively. Our estimations evidence in favour of usage of the second-order accuracy
schemes with double-precision numbers since it is more efficient than in the fourth-order
schemes with single-precision numbers.
Keywords: Multi-GPU, OpenMP-CUDA, GPU-Direct, NVIDIA TESLA, N-body, single
and double precision numerical simulation, collisionless system, gravitational instability.
Introduction
Different N -body models are essential for the theoretical studies of the gravitating
collisionless systems dynamics [1], such as galactic stellar disks, elliptical galaxies, globular
clusters, galactic dark matter haloes [2, 3, 4]. N -body models is a fundamental tool for
cosmological dark matter only simulations [5, 6].
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Our research may also contribute to the Lagrangian methods of computational fluid
dynamics. Let us refer to a widely used SPH method (Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics) for
a self-gravitating gas [7, 8]. In addition to astrophysical applications, the N -body method
is widely used for the modeling of rarefied plasma, ion and electron beams, problems of
molecular dynamics, which differ in the type of interaction between the particles.
Gravitational interactions between N particles is a resource-intensive problem, and
it can be solved using different approaches. There are various groups of approximate
methods (for example, Particle-Mesh, SuperBox [9], Particle-Multiple-Mesh/Nested-Grid
Particle-Mesh [10], TreeCode [11], Fast Multiple Method [12]) which significantly reduce
computation time in comparison to the direct calculation of the gravitational forces
between all pairs of particles (so-called Particle-Particle or PP method) which has a
complexity of O(N2). However, the PP approach provides the best accuracy for the
total gravitational force calculation, and it is a kind of benchmark for the testing of the
approximate methods.
In computational astrophysics, the problem of the software transfer to new hardware
platforms becomes relevant due to the wide distribution of powerful computer systems on
graphics processors. The result of the parallel software implementation and its efficiency
depend a lot on the features of the code and the sequence of numerical operations [13, 14].
To increase the spatial resolution for a large number of particles N researchers often use
a second-order numerical time integration schemes with a single-precision numbers. From
another hand, such schemes are very efficient for long-term integration, e.g., evolution
of the galactic systems at cosmological time scales (up to hundred of disk rotations or
∼ 105 − 106 integration time steps).
This approach is justified for CPU calculations, however for parallel GPUs, this
approach can lead to unphysical results because of parallel features of the hardware. Our
work aims to provide computational characteristics analysis of the parallel program for
the self-gravitating system simulation by means of a direct N -body method implemented
on GPUs.
1. Basic Equations and Numerical Scheme
Equations of motion for an N -body model can be written as following:
dvi
dt
=
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
fij , i = 1, ..., N , (1)
where vi is the velocity vector of the i-th particle. The gravitational interaction force
between i-th and j-th particles is:
fij = −G
mj (ri − rj)
|ri − rj + δ|3
, (2)
where G is the gravitational constant, mj is the mass of j-th particle, δ is the gravitational
softening length, the radius-vector ri(t) =
∫
vi dt determines the position of the i-
th particle in space and for cartesian coordinate system we can use the following
|ri− rj + δ| =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 + δ2. The small parameter δ ensures a
collisionlessness of the system.
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Рис. 1. (a) The two-level scheme of parallelization with OpenMP–CUDA. (b) Architecture
of 2×CPU+6×GPU.
Equilibrium model of the collisionless stellar disk in the radial direction is made by
the balance between the disk self-gravity, rotation and chaotic (thermal) motions [15]:
vϕ
r
= −
∂Ψ
∂r
+
c2r
r
(
1−
c2ϕ
c2r
+
r
̺c2r
∂(̺c2r)
∂r
+
r
c2r
∂〈vrvz〉
∂z
)
, (3)
here Ψ is the gravitational potential, ̺ is the density of the disk, (r, ϕ, z) is the cylindrical
coordinates, cr is the radial velocity dispersion, cϕ is the azimhutal velocity dispersion,
vr, vϕ, vz are the radial, azimuthal and vertical velocity components, respectively, 〈...〉 is
the averaging operation.
Vertical equilibrium for the geometrically thin disk is the following:
̺
d2̺
dz2
−
[
d̺
dz
]2
+
4πG̺2
c2z
[̺− ̺∗] +
̺2
c2z
d
dz
̺α
̺
= 0 , (4)
where ̺∗ =
1
4πGr
∂V 2c
∂r
, ̺α =
∂
r ∂r
(r̺〈vrvz〉), Vc is the circular velocity in the disk
equatorial plane (z = 0). In Eqs (1), (2) we neglect the gravitational interaction between
dark matter halo, stellar bulge and gaseous component [9, 16, 17]. According to this model
iterative procedure of the disk initial conditions generation is described in Ref. [1, 15, 18].
Note that, in such model, the stellar disk is completely self-gravitating, and the following
analysis provides an upper limit for numerical errors in direct N -body integration.
Next, we describe the main features of time integration of N -body system. For the
second-order time integration of equations (1), we used a leapfrog scheme with a fixed
step size of 0.2 Myr. Such approach is also called as “Kick-Drift-Kick" or KDK scheme.
In order to speed up the integration this method utilizes a gravity solver for Eq. (1) only
once at each time step. The main steps of the leapfrog method for self-gravity N-body
models are as follows:
(I) Velocity vector vi at a predictor sub-step, at a moment of t+∆t, is given by
v˜i(t+∆t) = vi(t) + ∆t
N∑
j=1, j 6=i
fij(t) , (5)
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Рис. 2. Scheme of the parallel algorithm for calculation of the gravitational interactions
between particles on Multi-GPU
where ∆t is a full time step.
(II) Next we update the position of particles ri at time t+∆t as
ri(t+∆t) = ri(t) +
∆t
2
[v˜i(t+∆t) + vi(t)] . (6)
After this step we need to re-calculate the accelerations of the particles fij(t+∆t) according
to Eq. (2).
(III) During the corrector step the velocity, vi, values are recalculated at time t+∆t
as:
vi(t +∆t) =
vi(t) + v˜i(t +∆t)
2
+
∆t
2
N∑
j=1, j 6=i
fij(t +∆t) . (7)
As it is clearly seen, the KDK scheme (5) – (7) allows to increase an N -body solver
performance by a factor of 2 in comparison to Runge-Kutta schemes of the second order
approximation. This is because the gravitational interaction between the particles is
calculated only once per integration time step.
Рис. 3. Flow diagram for the calculation module.
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2. Parallel Algorithm Structure
In this section, we describe in detail the parallel algorithm of the N -body problem
integration based on Hybrid Parallelization Technology OpenMP-CUDA (Fig. 1, 2).
To use multiple GPUs for N -body system integration, we parallelized the algorithm
described above (5) – (7) by using OpenMP-CUDA and GPU-Direct technologies. Figures
1a and 1b demonstrate the schemes of the two-level parallelization of OpenMP-CUDA and
the communications between GPUs based on GPU-Direct technology.
Рис. 4. Calculation time (in seconds) for galactic stellar disk evolution on various GPUs
According to hardware architecture restrictions, our parallel algorithm for N -body
dynamics can be used only on computational systems with shared CPU + k×GPU
memory, taking into account two-level OpenMP-CUDA scheme (Fig. 1a). OpenMP
technology allows to create k-parallel threads on the central processor (CPU) which runs
tasks on k×GPUs by using CUDA technology. In this case, each GPU calculates the
dynamics of N/k particles, and fast data exchange between the GPU is carried out via
the PCI-e bus based on GPU-Direct technology. Note that for multiprocessor computing
systems (2 or more CPUs on the same motherboard), GPU-Direct technology works only
for GPUs connected to the PCI-e buses under the control of one processor (Fig. 1b).
Previously we applied a similar approach for the hydrodynamic SPH-code [3].
Figure 2 shows the data flows between different types of GPU memory while the
calculation of gravitational forces between particles (2) on Multi-GPU architectures. Each
computational CUDA kernel first copies the data for the i and j particles from the slow
Global Memory to the fast Shared Memory, and then, after the synchronization of all
parallel CUDA threads, the gravitational interaction between the particles is calculated
according to the Eq. (2). This parallel algorithm allows us to accelerate the computations
by a factor of 3−4 due to the fast Shared Memory [3, 19]. We emphasize that the transfer
of data, stored on different GPUs, from Global Memory to Shared Memory proceeds via
PCI-e bus using GPU-Direct technology. The computer algorithm for calculation of the
N -body system dynamics consists of two main Global CUDA Kernels, which are launched
on a CPU with multiple GPUs by using OpenMP technology:
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— The Gravity Force Computation (GFC) is a CUDA Kernel for calculation of the
gravitational forces between particles (2). It is characterized by a computational complexity
of O(N2).
— The Update System (US) is a CUDA Kernel for calculation of the particles positions
and velocities at a next step of the KDK scheme (5)—(7). Here computational complexity
is O(N).
Figure 3 shows the sequence of execution of the main Global CUDA Kernels.
3. Main results
We have studied the parallelization efficiency and accuracy of our algorithm by means
of simulation of the gravitationally unstable collisionless disk [1, 20, 21]. The calculations
were carried out on GPU Nvidia Tesla computers: K20, K40, K80.
In Figures 4 we show the computation time (one integration step) for various GPUs.
Calculation time with double precision on one Tesla K80 GPU is by 15% larger than the
Tesla K40 GPU. This is due to the different speeds of access to Global Memory and Shared
Memory on these GPUs [3]. The speed of access to global memory on the K80 GPU is
greater than on the K40 GPU, and in the case of shared memory, the situation is the
opposite.
In Table 1 we present the calculation time for simulations with various numbers of
particles and performed on different GPUs for single- and double precision. Computation
time depends quadratically on the number of particles, which corresponds to the O(N2)
algorithm complexity. Table 1 also shows that increase of the number of GPUs leads to
an almost linear increase in computing performance.
Table 1
The dependence of the one integration step calculation time
on the number of particles N obtained on GPU NVIDIA TESLA K80
tgpu [s], single precision tgpu [s], double precision
N × 1024 1×GPU 2×GPU 4×GPU 1×GPU 2×GPU 4×GPU
128 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.3
256 1.7 0.9 0.45 3.7 2 1
512 6.9 3.6 1.8 15 7.9 4
1024 27.4 14.4 7.4 60 31.6 16.2
2048 109.6 57.6 29.6 240 126.4 64.8
4096 438 230 118 960 506 259
8192 1754 922 474 3840 2022 1037
The speed of our algorithm on the Nvidia Tesla K-Series processor for double precision
is smaller by a factor of 1.5 − 2.2 in comparison to the single precision depending
on the particles number and GPU type. The average speed up for a single GPU is
approximately 1.7.
Let us consider the accuracy of the most important integral physical conservation laws.
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Рис. 5. Evolution of the relative deviations of the total energy (top panel) and angular
momentum (bottom panel) for the stellar disk system of N = 220 particles. Red and blue
lines are the single precision and double precision, respectively. Period of rotation of the
stellar disk at the periphery is ≈ 4.
For total energy, momentum and angular momentum, we have the following expressions:
E =
N∑
i=1
mi|vi|
2
2
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1, j 6=i
Gmimj
|ri − rj + δ|
, (8)
P =
N∑
i=1
mivi , (9)
L =
N∑
i=1
mi[ri × vi]z . (10)
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Figure 5 demonstrates the evolution of the total energy error for the entire system
of particles. Obviously, this quantity accumulates faster for single precision. The angular
momentum error for double precision varies in the range of 10−16÷ 10−13, while for single
precision format it is larger by four orders of magnitude. Note, however, that center mass
of the stellar disk system for SP and DP (Fig. 6) is roughly the same.
Рис. 6. Evolution of the absolute deviations of impulse (top panel) and mass
center (bottom panel) for the system consisting of N = 220 particles. Red and blue lines
are single precision and double precision, respectively.
For SP all dependencies demonstrate a sharp increase of the integral values errors at
t ≈ 5 (see Figs. 5 and 6). The latter is caused by the emergence of strong asymmetric
disturbances due to the development of gravitational instability in the simulated disk
(Fig. 7).
As seen from Table 2 with an increase of the number of particles the conservation
laws’ errors for energy, momentum, and angular momentum for SP increases faster than
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O(N1.5), while for DP it remains within the round-off errors.
Table 2
Maximal deviation of the total impulse, total energy, and angular momentum
as a function of number of particles
N |∆P|max, |∆P|max, |∆L|max/L0, |∆L|max/L0, |∆E|max/E0, |∆E|max/E0,
×1024 SP DP SP DP SP DP
128 0.0040954 2.504 · 10−15 0.0002052 2.621 · 10−14 0.0002132 4.602 · 10−5
256 0.0055965 1.923 · 10−15 0.0009059 3.553 · 10−14 0.0005128 7.409 · 10−5
512 0.0138642 3.074 · 10−15 0.0020217 7.017 · 10−14 0.0004764 6.474 · 10−5
1024 0.0421156 4.278 · 10−15 0.0078611 7.327 · 10−14 0.0029361 5.627 · 10−5
Рис. 7. Distribution of the surface density in the stellar disk (N = 220) at different
times for a single precision (left panels, σSP ), double precision (center panels, σDP ) and
|∆σ| = |σDP − σSP | (right panels).
In Fig. 7 we show the impact of the total energy, momentum, and angular momentum
conservation on the evolution of the stellar galactic disk. There are no qualitative
differences in the disk surface density distributions for SP and DP until t ≈ 5. However,
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at larger times (t > 7), we obtain significant quantitative and qualitative distortions of
the simulation result for SP in comparison to more sophisticated DP based simulation.
Conclusion
In this work, we analyze the N -body simulations on GPUs by using a direct method
of the gravitational forces calculation (Particle-Particle algorithm) and parallel OpenMP-
CUDA technologies. We found that a single-precision numbers in the second-order accuracy
schemes can lead to significant quantitative and qualitative distortions of the N -body
system evolution. We claim that this is due to significant violation of the laws of
conservation of momentum, angular momentum, and energy at modeling times exceeding
104 time steps of integration, which, in turn, is the result of the accumulation of round-
off errors in the calculation of gravitational forces. This effect is mostly pronounced for
non-axisymmetric N -body systems in the absence of external steady gravitational fields.
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